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Bringing LTL Model Checking to Biologists
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\textsuperscript{1} Microsoft Research, Cambridge, UK
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Abstract. The BioModelAnalyzer (BMA) is a web based tool for the development of discrete models of biological systems. Through a graphical user interface, it allows rapid development of complex models of gene and protein interaction networks and stability analysis without requiring users to be proficient computer programmers. Whilst stability is a useful specification for testing many systems, testing temporal specifications in BMA presently requires the user to perform simulations. Here we describe the LTL module, which includes a graphical and natural language interfaces to testing LTL queries. The graphical interface allows for graphical construction of the queries and presents results visually in keeping with the current style of BMA. The Natural language interface complements the graphical interface by allowing a gentler introduction to formal logic and exposing educational resources.
Abstract. Modular code verification, suitably extended with shared atomic objects, supports a number of useful verification idioms and semantic models, without further logical extension.

Keywords: Real-time · Hybrid systems · Probability · Stopping failures · Weak memory · Cryptography · Ownership · Permissions · Simulation · Knowledge · Behavioral polymorphism · Device drivers · Concurrent data structures · Transactions · Linearizability · Deductive verification · VCC
Detecting Strict Aliasing Violations in the Wild

Pascal Cuoq¹, Loïc Runarvot¹, and Alexander Cherepanov²,³

¹ TrustInSoft, Paris, France
cuoq@trust-in-soft.com
² Openwall, Moscow, Russia
³ National Research University Higher School of Economics,
Moscow, Russia

Abstract. Type-based alias analyses allow C compilers to infer that memory locations of distinct types do not alias. Idiomatic reliance on pointers on the one hand, and separate compilation on the other hand, together make it impossible to get this aliasing information any other way. As a consequence, most modern optimizing C compilers implement some sort of type-based alias analysis. Unfortunately, pointer conversions, another pervasive idiom to achieve code reuse in C, can interact badly with type-based alias analyses. This article investigate the fine line between the allowable uses of low-level constructs (pointer conversions, unions) that should never cause the predictions of a standard-compliant type-based alias analysis to be wrong, and the dangerous uses that can result in bugs in the generated binary. A sound and precise analyzer for strict aliasing violations is briefly described.
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